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CTEC Energy is a specialist research, design, manufacturing and operating company supplying 

sophisticated thermodynamic energy conversion systems for a variety of renewable energy 

projects. 

 

How will the Installation operate. 
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1. Details.   
 

Clean Thermodynamic Energy Conversion Ltd (Ctec Energy) plans to operate the installation under 

the name of Medi power ltd. Ctec is an accredited BS EN ISO 9001 company and operates a 

comprehensive management system to cover all aspects of its operations. 

When the system is operational there will be 1 delivery per day of non hazardous flock waste and on 

Mondays and Thursdays only, there will be a second delivery of nappies, this non hazardous waste 

will arrive by lorry carrying a 35 cubic yard compactor bin of none hazardous flock waste and a 50 

cubic yard open topped hook lift skip for the Monday and Thursday delivery of nappies, the contents 

will be weighed on weigh pads and a waste transfer note completed. The container will then be 

mechanically tipped directly into a tipping toploader hopper/conveyer system which will feed the 

system continuously; the waste will be conveyed to a sealed shredder before going into the 

combustion chamber. 

 

The waste will be transfered via a conveyor system to a sealed shredder and shredded into smaller 

pieces before entering the double perge quaranteen chamber, the waste will then drop into 3 stages 

of quarantine until it reaches the gasification area, this process will feed the gasifyer which will be 

constantly burning. Procedures for non hazardous medical waste will be fully automated.  

All eventallitys  for any malfuctions or failures of the systems are covered in the FMEA and Risk 

assessment documentation. 

 

2. Unloading of waste. 
 

Medi Power will use a tipper trailer with sheeting system employing two drivers, working on a four-

day rota. 

Deliveries will take place once a day except Mondays and Thursdays when there will be two 

deliveries, to avoid peak traffic flow times on the highway network there will be no deliveries 

between 8am – 9am and 4pm – 6-pm, this will reduce the negative impacts on the neighbouring 

area, no vehicular movements would commence in or out of the facility in rush hour, stopping any 

additional levels of vehicle pollution and noise during this period.   

Medical waste will be delivered to site by lorry with a hydraulic tipper approaching from either the 

A259 or the A27, when the waste arrives it will be weighed and all paperwork completed before 

being unloaded, if there are any discrepancies with the waste transfer note or any other issues the 

waste will be rejected and returned to the supplier, if everything is satisfactory the lorry tipper 

trailer will reverse into a clearly marked out area on the floor inside the building, the shutters will be 

closed and the lorry will tip the waste into the tipping toploader hopper/conveyer system, the waste 

will be conveyed to a sealed shredder before going into the advanced conversion technology (ACT) 

chamber, the lorry will then lower the tipper and return to MediSort.  
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3. Waste management for Plant equipment failure.  
 

Medi Power will take delivery of 12 tons per day of sterilised medical waste (flock) and on Mondays 

and Thursdays will receive an additional 12 ton delivery of Nappies.   

In the event of failure the plant equipment failure alarm will sound and a complete system 

shutdown of the Medi Power facility will begin.  

If an alarm is activated a complete system shutdown will take place, this could take up to 1 hour to 

complete the shutdown, this will allow enough time to completely burnout the waste in the main 

chamber and close the system down in a tidy manner, for more critical failures this process will be 

instant, the main chamber would be extinguished by water, the turbine will bypass the steam and 

shutdown and all systems will close down immediately.  

Any remaining waste left over in the Top Loader and conveyor system will be re routed via a bypass 

lever in the conveyor system and re directed out of the system and emptied into waterproof FIBC 

ton bags, depending on the type of failure and the expected time the system will be non operational 

this waste will either be re added to the system or sent to landfill or incineration. 

All future deliveries of waste will be stopped, any waste on route would be returned and Medi Sort 

would dispose of the excess waste as they do now. 

All deliveries will start up again as normal once the facility is back up and running.   

 

All incoming waste will be tracked and reported. 

 

4. Details of tipping toploader system. 
 

The tipping Toploader system consists of a storage bay that can be easily mounted onto existing 

concrete. Lorries reverse into the bay and deliver their loads either by ejector, moving floor or 

tipper. 

Once the lorry has driven off, the bunker entrance is secured. On top of the bay walls are a pair of 

tracks. A carriage, fitted with a loader arm, travels over the stockpile lowering the arm when it gets 

to the front of the pile. 

It then scoops a portion of the material back over the stockpile to the back of the bunker. 

A cross feeder conveyor runs across the back of the unit and transports the material at the rate 

required. 

Whilst this material is being conveyed away, the carriage returns to the front of the pile to collect 

another load. This is then ready to transfer onto the cross feeder conveyor as soon as it requires the 

material, ensuring that the process receives a continuous flow of material. An advantage of a tipping 
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Toploader is that it discharges material at a height of approximately 1½ m, thereby providing plenty 

of space for the cross feeder conveyor to fit in and also discharge onto an onward conveyor. 

Two small geared motors drive the whole of the operation of The Toploader, making it easy to 

maintain and observe the operation. Energy requirements and therefore running costs are low. 

Typical widths of the bunker are in the range of 3 to 6m. This is generally governed by the width of 

the vehicle that is loading the bunker. 

The tipping Toploader bunkers can be extended to create the volume of storage required for the 

application, with the length being governed by the travel time of the carriage and the discharge rate 

required. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ash handling. 

The gasification process will create approximately one ton of Incinerator bottom ash (IBA) per day, 
the ash will be conveyed automatically from the gasifyer to a sealed 7 tonne skip, the ash will be 
analysed during the testing phase to enable it to be classified and will then be picked up for recycling 
or disposal on a weekly basis and replaced with an empty skip.  
 
All ash will be tracked and reported. 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Air pollution control (APC equipment) 
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5.1 Exhaust Gas Recirculation 

 
CTEC uses Nox reduction technology via exhaust gas recirculation. High efficiency of waste to power 

generation has been achieved. Low NOx combustion technology is one of the measures for cooling  

the combustion gas from 1100 degs C to 650 degs C and for primary, secondary and tertiary air in 

the main combustion chamber, this is a process of re injection of the exhaust gas into the 

combustion chamber for a secondary combustion of unburnt hydrocarbons. 

With a combination of using gas control and EGR it is possible to reduce the NOx to < 100mg/m^3  

(O2=11%,dry) or less while suppressing the leakage of ammonia concentration to 1.8mg/m^3. As a 

result, by lowering the operating temperature of the exhaust gas this turns the microscopic tar/salt 

particles into ash to be removed by the cyclone. 

 

5.2          High Temperature Cyclone & Cooling chamber 
 

Exhaust gas recirculation enters upstream of the cooling chamber changing gas temperatures from 

1100°C down to 650°C. Temperature drop changes the state of sticky salt tars into ash which can 

then be recovered up to 85% in the cyclone.        

The cyclone design follows a basic principle that the height of the unit is considerably greater than 

the unit diameter. This induces the swirling air or gases to follow a long spiral path, subjecting any 

particles to centrifugal separating forces for a maximum period of time. The gas inlets and outlets 

are proportioned and positioned in such a way as to present a smooth, uninterrupted flow without 

undue turbulence which would otherwise interfere with good dust separation.  

In operation, dust laden air enters the tangential inlet; this also serves as a cooling chamber that 

turns the tar salts to ash, swirls through several revolutions in the body and cone, deposits its dust 

load, and leaves the collector through the axial cylindrical outlet. Under the influence of centrifugal 

force, the dust particles tend to concentrate in the thin layer of air next to the cyclone wall. The 

downward helical motion of the main air stream projects the separated solids out of the unit to a 

discharge valve and collecting bin.   

Two distinct vortices are present in the cyclone. One is the large diameter descending helical current 

in the body and cone, and the other an ascending helix of smaller diameter which extends upwards 

from the region of the dust outlet to the clean air outlet. As soon as the lower end of the cylinder is 

reached, the inner layers of the larger vertical current detach themselves in an effort to escape into 

the low pressure region along the cyclones axis. Separation of more and more of the air from the 

outer vertical stream occurs as it approaches the apex of the cone until finally all of the descending 

current has joined the rising inner vortex. If the downward air flow has been smooth and unbroken, 

the dust will pass out of the cyclone without re-entrainment. 

After the cyclone there is also the re heat for the back end exhaust gas after the bag filter and prior 

to the Nox reduction catalytic converter. 

5.3 Emission Bag Filters & Sorbent Injection  
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The installation of Emission bag filter and sorbent injection neutralises pollutants in the gas stream. 

The bag filter is predominately filtering Dioxins and Furans, Sulphur Dioxide and total particular 

matter. We condition the gas stream to a perfect gas velocity downstream of the bag filter, this 

promotes perfect mixing of 2 separate lines of hydrated lime and activated carbon for chemical 

reactions to take place before entering the bag house.   

The filter is fully automatic and designed for continuous high efficiency operation. 

Dust laden air enters the hopper, and then rises evenly around the filter bags. Dust is deposited on 

the outer surface of each bag, allowing only clean gas to pass through the cake build up on the filter. 

The build up of filtered emissions is dislodged at intervals by a brief pulse of compressed air injected 

into each row of bags in turn, and falls directly into the removable collection hopper.  

Lime and Carbon feed rate 6 Kg/h - 75% Sorbacal SPS & 25% power activated carbon (PAC). 

After the Bag Filter there is a activated Carbon polishing catalyst filled with carbon pellets. 

Incorporating the catalyst size into the installation will be dependent of future emission testing.  

  
 

5.4         APC waste 

Contaminated Lime and carbon will require analysing and disposing of accordingly. APC waste will be 

collected by CSG waste specialists for processing and for disposal or recycling, APC waste will be 

collected on a monthly basis. 

All APC waste will be tracked and reported. 

 

 

5.5 Additional NOx Control  to complement Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR). 

 In order to further control the NOX emissions according to European regulations (less than 200 

mg/Nm3) CTEC has  the following solution, taking into account the special requirements for catalytic 

installation, i.e. operation temperature around 250°C with clean gas after treatment. Simplistically,  

the solution is to take the clean gas stream after the carbon trap stage, at 180°C in order to re-heat 

the exhaust up to 250°C through a special heat exchanger located between the cyclone and 

superheated exchanger. This heating stage on clean gas will cool the raw (polluted)  gas issued from 

the cyclone consequently from 650°C to 570°C. The clean gas, heated up to 250°C will be drawn by 

the main ID fan, and the remaining fraction issued after EGR main recirculation, will be sent to the 

NOX catalytic step.  At this stage the solution will include a very small injection of water with urea 

into the main flue gas duct.  The flue gas then enters a catalytic which will efficiently reduce the 

NOx, up to a concentration less than 100 mg/Nm3. The clean flue gas is exhausted to the chimney 

stack. 
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6. Medipower Chimney Stack Construction  
 
Stainless steel exhaust vent situates 13.65 meters high from ground level to avoid fumes re-entering 

into the building or to the outdoor ground level. The height of the stack ensures prevailing winds, 

natural down draft , eddies caused by the building protrusions etc do not cause the entrainment of 

fumes into any fresh air entering the building, or other buildings.  

Arrangements are put in place to prevent significant quantities of rain passing into the stack when 

the complete system is on maintenance shutdown through an incorporated drain hole. The drain 

hole will operate a valve on shutdown to open into a catchment tank.   

Stack support structure will ensure the safety of the stack above the building apex. Adequate 

flashing will ensure weather proofing of the stack and support structure.  

 
7. Final Emissions cleaning. 

 
The final part of the Exhaust system is a water scrubber, a wet scrubber is a simple method to clean 

the exhaust gas and remove heavy metals and foul smelling compounds. In the flue gas scrubber, 

the gas is mixed in close contact with fine spray water drops in a counter flow direction. This method 

is highly effective with small water drop size, the total surface between water fluid and the gas 

increases in volume. The water washing fluid is re-circulated in order to save water and prevent 

waste water; the contaminants are removed from the water by a reverse osmosis membrane.  

 

The final emissions will be continuously monitored using MCERTS certified analysers to measure 

Carbon monoxide (CO), Nitrogen oxide (NOx), Sulphur dioxide (SO2), Carbon monoxide (CO2),  

Water (H20), Oxygen (O2), Hydrogen chloride (HCl), Hydrogen fluoride (HF), Total Organic Carbon 

(TOC), Gas Flow, temperature and pressure.  Periodic monitoring will be carried out for other 

emissions, including Dioxins and Furans (D+F).  Sampling requirements for stack emission monitoring 

will follow the Environment Agency’s Technical Guidance Note (Monitoring) M1 document where 

practically possible. All equipment supplied is of UK and European origin and is designed to meet UK 

legislation. 
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Exhaust vent will be located inside the building of Medi Power shown above in Figure 1, Chimney 

representation layout is shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2 

 

Figure 1 
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8. Chimney height calculation 
 

A Low level air dispersion model has been conducted based on worse case emission limits by 

Phlorum. The model has been run with the apex roof height of 8.65m with additional receptors and 

process parameters of exit temperature of 180°C and a stack diameter of 0.9m (5388 m3/h) and 

indicates that the minimum stack height required would be 13.65m.  

See document – Ctec Phlorum AQ Report (Feb 2018) Final 140218 for full details of air dispersion 

model. 

It is proposed that Total Particulate Matter, Sulphur Dioxide, Mercury, Cadmium, Thallium, 

Antimony, Vanadium, Nickel, Zinc, Arsenic, Dioxins & Furans, Hydrogen Chloride, Hydrogen Fluoride, 

Ammonia, Total VOCs (as Carbon), Oxides of Nitrogen (as NO₂), Carbon Monoxide are the 

parameters to be screened. 

The result of the Phlorium air quality dispersion model assessment allows for a stack height from the 

ground of 13.65 Meters. When the facility is operational further full emissions monitoring will be 

conducted and compared to the initial data used for modeling, to ensure the correct stack height. 

 

9. Flue gas condition. 
 

Exhaust vent will be in full operation 24 hours a day 7 days a week 340 days per year at a nominal 

temperature of 180°C and a mass flow of 5388 Nm3/h 

 
10. A typical layout of what the system will look like. 

 

 
Diagram 1 

Figure 2 
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Diagram 2  
 
 
 

11. System control user interface. 
 
To control the CTEC green power network facility, the operator interface will consist of 5 large touch 

screen tvs all working  to a PLC, programmed by CTEC Energy to run the whole system automatically, 

exporting electricity and hot water in a fully controlled and safe way. 

Each screen will have its own purpose to clearly show the system running. Below, each screen is 

listed with its own purpose.  
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11.1 Medi Power control user interface screen 1 

Screen 1, The green power network facility automatically starts and stops completely on its own, and 

running the system involves meeting requirments programmed into its PLC.  Screen 1 will show the 

customer the amount of controled EGR and air being used at any one time with easy to read graphs 

and options to export any information needed.  The screen will also have a overide manual switch to 

physically increase or decrease any parameter on the system. Option for  Emission read outs and 

export of the files and any time. 
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11.2 Medi Power control user interface screen 2 

The Green Power network facility will always be connected to constant emissions monitering 

equipment. This will relay back to screen 2 where it will clearly show in the log file, all levels are 

normal with a green tick for easy viewing. If any levels change towards a programmed set limit, a red 

cross will show and an alarm will sound whilst the system’s PLC automatcally fixes the problem.  

Screen 2 will also show a log file to any change of state within the system that could lead to a 

shutdown procedure, all data and alarms logged will be saved and kept indefinitely for examination 

if required. 
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11.3 Medi Power control user interface screen 3 

The operator can start and stop the system at any time with the green and red buttons, the 

emergency stop will completely shutdown the system, where Individual system shutdown buttons 

will stop the shredder and conveyor. 
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11.4 Medi Power control user interface screen 4 

The green power network facility will have the whole system under surveillance, this will include the 

main chamber, shredder and conveyor system. This will be constantly recording every channel with 

the user function of changing to each camera.  
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11.5 Medi Power control user interface screen 5 

Screen 5 will show the whole green power network facility, tempertures and pressures around the 

system.  This can be also looked in more detail for operator viewing and exporting. 
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12.0 System maintenance Schedule. 
 

Daily system visual checks Daily 

Monitor unit performance via Remote System Control, Software 
Daily 24/7 review at delta-T across heat exchanger to monitor 
efficiency* 

24/7 

SSD units may need filter change Annually 

UPS will need battery check Annually 

Fire sensors test with false smoke spray Annually 

Fire extinguishers service Annually 

Software updates as required (1 above) Annually 

Pressure vessel test and inspection Annually 

Inspection of all internal lighting, sirens, warning lights Annually 

Air vent filter clean Annually 

Feed water TDS check (total dissolved solids) Annually 

RO unit & sediments filters / media changes Annually 

Turbine oil sample analysis, Steam sample analysis, Vibration check. Annually 

Heat Exchanger  Removal & Cleaning Annually 

Backup battery in PLC will need to be changed Every 3 Years 

Combustion chamber bed removal check and clean Annually 

Combustion chamber 2nd chamber refactory check Annually 

Cyclone wearplate check Annually 

Conveyor belt material build up checks Monthly 

Grease all required motor points Monthly 

1 prefiltering cartridge on purification machine Ever 2 weeks 

2 reverse osmosis membranes on  purification machine Every 3 years 

Make up water additives top up tank refill Monthly 

Carbon pellet filter Every 2 years 

Replace superheaters Every 5 years 

Steam valve refurbishment (seats drive replacement) Every 5 years 

Water pump x 2 service kits Every 5 years 

Relay Check Every 5 years 

Sensor check Every 5 years 

Connectors / contactors check Every 5 years 

Compressor service Annually 

Lime Injection Monthly 

Carbon Injection Monthly 

System Cleaning Monthly 
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13.0 Previous Emissions test. 
 
Constant emissions testing & development over the past 3 years on various combinations of un-
recyclable waste enabled Ctec to construct a detailed energy balance & emissions control Matrix. On 
the 20th December 2016 CTEC undertook final emissions testing combusting 250kg of processed 
residual waste with high percentage of various types of plastic and some biomass with a moisture 
content of <10%, this being the worst type of polluting residual waste possible, this is the most 
polluting of all waste  Emission testing was undertaken by Exova Catalyst, an ISO/IEC 17025 
accredited legal entity, UKAS accredited Mcerts testing laboratory which has the largest emission 
testing capability in the UK.  The results were excellent and world first and comply with all measures 
well below European limits.  (See Emissions test at end of document (figure 3)) 
 

Ctec have run a series of tests on medical waste, so that the system can be fine tuned to process this 

waste with the same or better results as above therefore bringing down any pollutants below all 

European and local allowable limits making the system totaly clean and environmentally friendly. 

The system is designed to allow delivered waste to be unloaded directly into the system therefore 

eliminating any need for waste storage and odour issues. 

 

14.0 Emissions during starting and shutting down the plant. 

 

Start up and shutdown emissions. 

The Ctec system is designed so that it cannot be started until the secondary chamber has reached a 

temperature of at least 850c, the European industrial waste directive specifies that this temperature 

must be retained for at least 2 seconds, the Ctec system easly achieves this. (See document Ctec008 

for details). 

 

15.0 European directive compliance. 

The complete system has been designed and will be built to the highest engineering standards 

following all best available techniques, the systems will be CE marked and will comply with the 

following European directives. 

 Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC 
 Pressure Equipment Directive (PED) 2014/68/EU 
 Electro Magnetic compatibility Directive (EMC) 1014/30/EU 
 Directive 2010/75/EU on industrial emissions (integrated pollution prevention and control) 
 Waste Incineration Directive 2000/76/EC 
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Exova Catalyst emissions test results 20th December 2016 

 

Figure 3 


